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A husband and wife from a rural 
area who had been married for many 
years were meeting with a marriage 
counsellor to try and sort out their 
differences. “He just does not love 
me anymore!” Cried the upset wife. 
The counsellor asked the husband 
if this were true. The husband 
responded, “No, that is not true! I 
told her I loved her on our wedding 
day and that I would let her know if 
that ever changed, and it has not!” 

We all know that it takes effort and 
attention to maintain a vital and 
healthy marriage relationship. An 
important part of that process is 
having regular relationship ‘health 
checks’. In a similar way, it is good 
for churches to have regular health 
checks to maintain wellbeing and 
effectiveness. One such tool for 
evaluating how our churches are 
going is the National Church Life 
Survey (NCLS). Over the last 20 
years NCLS research has tracked 
the core qualities of churches of 
various denominations across the 
country. This research has delivered 
significant insights into church 
health and vitality, as well as helping 
churches identify and focus on areas 
that might require attention.  

Over the course of the year we 
will be looking at some of the 
core aspects of the 2016 NCLS 
Queensland Baptists responses, 
including various features of our 
Internal, Inspirational, and outward 
core qualities, and how Queensland 
Baptists churches are tracking in 
key areas of church life.

INTERNAL CORE QUALITIES

In Acts 2:42-47 the New Testament 
describes in some detail how the 
early church related to each other 
in community. The outworking of 
their life together as followers of 
Jesus could be considered, by 
today’s standards at least, to be 
quite radical. Let’s face it, few of 
our churches today would meet 
daily, and none that I am aware of 
practice ‘Christian communism’, 
whereby all individual assets are 
sold and the resources are held 
collectively! Nonetheless, the inner 
core qualities of our corporate life as 
the body of Christ are still expressed 
in some way, albeit relevant to our 
contemporary context. In NCLS 
research the indicators of internal 
church health relate to the extent to 
which a church community:

1. Has an alive and growing Faith; 
2. Experiences vital and nurturing 

Worship; 
3. Feels a strong and growing 

sense of Belonging. 

We will consider some brief 
highlights of each of these three 
indicators in turn. 

FAITH

It is encouraging to observe that 
the 2016 NCLS survey reports that 
29% indicated that their faith has 
grown substantially over the last 12 
months through the ministry of their 
local church. This is an improvement 
on the 2011 survey where 25% 
reported significant spiritual growth 

in a 12-month period. Those 
who indicated that they had not 
experienced any growth in their 
faith remained the same as the two 
previous surveys at 8%. Personal 
responsibility to nurture one’s own 
faith remains constant, with 77% 
of Baptists surveyed indicating that 
they engaged in personal devotional 
activities such as private prayer, 
Bible reading and meditation, either 
daily (52%) or at least a few times a 
week (25%). It is both disappointing 
and sobering to note that 7% of 
respondents indicated that God was 
only fairly important to them and 
that many other things were more 
important than God in their lives! On 
a positive note, there is still a strong 
desire among Queensland Baptists 
to continue to improve in this area, 
as Spiritual Growth was the clear 
priority that most attenders (44%) 
wanted to see in their church in the 
next 12 months.  

I would encourage you to pause 
now and meditate on the following 
scriptures. Perhaps you will also 
determine to take steps today to 
grow in your faith and encourage 
others to do likewise.           

And let us consider how we may 
spur one another on toward love and 
good deeds, not giving up meeting 
together, as some are in the habit 
of doing, but encouraging one 
another—and all the more as you 
see the Day approaching. Hebrews 
10:24-25

But you, dear friends, by building 
yourselves up in your most holy faith 
and praying in the Holy Spirit, keep 
yourselves in God’s love as you wait 
for the mercy of our Lord Jesus 
Christ to bring you to eternal life. 
Jude 1:20-21.

WORSHIP

In the last 10 years the percentage 
of those who always or usually 
experience inspiration during church 
services has risen, from 65% to 
76%. Similarly, those who always 



experience a sense of the presence of God in a 
church service has risen to 40% compared with 30% 
ten years ago.  Following these trends, those who 
always find the preaching very helpful to their life has 
risen from 30% in 2006 to 39% in 2016.  The survey 
results in the area of worship imply that vital and 
nurturing worship is a characteristic shared by many 
Queensland Baptist churches. While not perfect, 
there is a consensus indicating that elements such as 
the style, structure and content of worship services 
in Baptist churches are helping people to experience 
God’s presence, grow in their understanding of who 
God is, as well as being challenged to act in response 
to the word of God.  

As you pause to meditate on the following Scriptures 
you might ask yourself this question: Do I go to 
my local church to ‘get something’ out of the 
worship service, or do I go to ‘give something’? 
Am I a consumer or a contributor when it comes to 
corporate worship?  

Let the message of Christ dwell among you richly as 
you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom 
through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit, 
singing to God with gratitude in your hearts. And 
whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in 
the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the 
Father through him. Colossians 3:16-17

BELONGING

Of the three aspects that NCLS use as indicators of 
internal church vitality this one has changed the least 
over time – see the infographic for statistics (right).

The New Testament makes it clear that being ‘in 
Christ’ as an individual also means belonging to the 
‘body of Christ’ as a collective faith community.  We 
belong to God and are committed to serving Him, but 
we also belong to each other for the glory of God, 
and to see His purpose worked out in the world. Our 
commitment to the local church should be not just to 
turn up, but to be devoted to one another and to get 
involved! 

As you reflect upon the following scripture, you might 
ask yourself how you can improve your own sense of 
belonging and encourage others in theirs.     

Be devoted to one another in love. Honour one 
another above yourselves. Never be lacking in zeal, 
but keep your spiritual fervour, serving the Lord. Be 
joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer. 
Share with the Lord’s people who are in need. 
Practice hospitality. Romans 12:10-13 
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This is the second part of a series 
based on the National Church 
Life Survey (NCLS) results for our 
denomination. In the February/
March issue, Stewart Pieper wrote 
on the health of our churches 
internal qualities, namely: faith, 
worship and belonging. Now we 
explore the NCLS results on vision, 
leadership culture and innovation. 

VISION

There is a verse that is often quoted 
in our churches - Proverbs 29:18 
“Where there is no vision, the people 
perish.” 

We spend a lot of time developing 
and promoting church vision, 
and getting people involved. 
NCLS results for QLD Baptist 
Churches show that there are 
areas of improvement in how 
we communicate our churches’ 
vision, and how we can get people 
committed and involved in fulfilling 
that vision - see the infographic for 
statistics – (right).

We need as many people as 
possible to be involved in church 
programs and activities, to get the 
vision fulfilled. I believe our local 
church vision is a part of the picture 
of the Great Commission, where 
we are called to proclaim the Word 
and make disciples—and that will 
not be achieved unless we strive 
to get everyone actively involved in 

our churches’ vision.  Mark Dever in 
‘Understanding Church Leadership’ 
wrote the following: 

“Uninvolved ‘members’ confuse both 
real members and non-Christians 
about what it means to be a 
Christian. And we ‘active’ members 
do voluntarily ‘inactive’ members 
no service when we allow them to 
remain members of the church, 
since membership provides the 
church’s corporate endorsement 
of a person’s salvation. Please 
understand: membership is the 
church’s corporate testimony to an 
individual’s salvation. So how can 
a congregation honestly testify that 
someone it never sees is faithfully 
running the race?” 

We, as pastors and leaders would 
like to see people run their race. We 
want them to achieve great things in 
their daily life for Jesus. We want our 
church members and attendees to 
share the vision, and recognise it as 
part of the Great Commission—all of 
us should be on board. 

Can I ask you to think and pray 
about how to better promote your 
churches’ vision and achieve even 
greater commitment? Remember, 
Christ counts on everyone to fulfil his 
Commission, and that has a lot to 
do with leadership style and how we 
communicate.

LEADERSHIP 

In the area of Leadership, the NCLS 
results for QB churches is again 
static - see the infographic for 
statistics – (right). It is interesting 
that 74% of church attendees say 
that their leaders inspire them to 
action. Our leaders are good at 
inspiring people to do something 
for the Kingdom, but we need to do 
more training in equipping people to 
take the Gospel outside of church 
walls. Mark Dever in ‘Understanding 
the Great Commission’ said the 
following:

“A Great Commission church works 
to train its members in evangelism, 
because it knows they will 
collectively see more non-Christians 
throughout the week than will ever 
be able to fit in the church building. 
So ‘success’ in evangelism is not 
simply bringing your non–Christian 
friends to church so that they hear 
the gospel. Success is sharing the 
gospel with your non–Christian 
neighbours and friends.”

It is here that there is so much 
scope for new ideas and innovation 
in taking the Word outside of 
church walls. We may have certain 
expectations of church programs 
and activities, but the inspiration 
from the Holy Spirit and His leading 
can create new ideas and fresh 
approaches in proclaiming the Word. 



INNOVATION

For innovation, our trends are going from strength 
to strength.  50% of our church attendees agree 
that their local church is always ready to try 
something new, and 20% strongly agree. 50% 
agree that leadership encourages innovation and 
creative thinking, and 21% strongly agree with this. 
We live in times of volatility and unpredictability, 
and without fresh and innovative approaches, our 
message may not reach others. Many recognise 
that we live in a post–Christendom era, and this 
requires a shift in how we think and engage in 
ministry. 

Russell Moore in in his new book ‘Onward: 
Engaging the Culture without Losing the Gospel’ 
writes the following “Let’s not aspire to be a moral 
majority but a gospel community, one that doesn’t 
exist for itself but for the larger mission of reaching 
the whole world with the whole gospel. That sort 
of kingdom–first cultural engagement drives us not 
inward, but onward.” 

Russell Moore also stated this: 

“Our story is that of a little flock and of an army, 
awesome with banners. Our legacy is a Christianity 
of persecution and proliferation, of catacombs and 
cathedrals. If we see ourselves as only a minority, 
we will be tempted to isolation. If we see ourselves 
only as a kingdom, we will be tempted toward 
triumphalism. We are, instead, a church. We are a 
minority with a message and a mission.” 

“Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, 
immovable, always abounding in the work of the 
Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labour is not in 
vain.” (1 Corinthians 15:59) 
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HEALTH CHECK
FOR OUR CHURCHES
PART 3

BY PIETER HENNING | REGIONAL CONSULTANT

This is the third part of the series 
based on the National Church 
Life Survey (NCLS) results for our 
denomination. 

During the 
2016 NCLS 
Survey, 11,783 
adult attendees 
aged 15 years 
and over in 
110 churches, 
and 1052 
children aged 
8-14 years, 
completed the 
survey. 

The Outward Core Qualities focus 
on the “outward-looking” life of 
Queensland Baptists with special 
emphasis on Service, Faith Sharing, 
and Inclusion. While we recognise 
that statistics are susceptible to 
an observer’s personal filters of 
interpretation, the extent of the 
NCLS survey remains a very helpful 
tool. Are you aware that you can 
access the NCLS website  

(www.ncls.org.au) or contact 
Sam Sterland at NCLS on email 
(ssterland@ncls.org.au) if you would 
like to obtain a more in-depth profile 
for your context, and one that is 
linked to the National Census data? 
Please note that NCLS does charge 
a fee for this extra information.  

Let’s take a closer look at how QB 
has been tracking in these core 
areas.

INFORMAL ACTS 
OF SERVICE (PRACTICAL 
AND DIVERSE)

65% of participants indicated 
positive action in their outward-
focussed acts of service in three or 
more ways towards helping others. 
From a historical perspective, 
this reflects a steady and gradual 
increase in the trend since 2001 
(59%). The most significant 
improvement was in financial 
generosity. See the infographic for 
more statistics (right).

Another positive trend was with the 
regular involvement of participants 
in local church-based community 
services, social justice, or welfare 
activities.

While this information is 
encouraging, there was a decline 
reflected in areas such as 
giving possessions to a needy 
person (-5%), donating money 

to charity (-5%), or contacting a 
parliamentarian or councillor about 
an issue (-7%). 

Many of the QB churches are very 
active in acts of service to their 
broader community. As a church, 
what opportunities can you identify 
and take advantage of, for the sake 
of reflecting God’s love to those 
around us?

INVITING OTHERS TO 
CHURCH FAITH SHARING 
(WILLING AND EFFECTIVE)

This section deals with the 
willingness and effectiveness of 
sharing faith and inviting others to 
church. Of those who participated 
in the survey, a decline of 4% was 
reflected for the past five years. 39% 
of the sample group indicated that 
they had invited a friend or relative, 
who does not currently attend 
church, to a service in the past year. 

25% of 
congregants 
were regularly 
involved in 
outreach/
evangelistic 
activity. 



What is interesting though, is that 43% of people 
stated that they were willing to do so, but did not. 
The question begs to be asked as to why such an 
invitation was never extended, even though there 
was a willingness to do so? Reflect on how your 
church could equip congregants in sharing the 
Good News and inviting others.  

INCLUSION – 
INTENTIONAL AND WELCOMING

This outward core quality is defined by NCLS as 
“…the follow-up of people drifting away…” and 
in addition to that “…the personal welcoming of 
newcomers to church. See the infographic for more 
statistics (right), It is encouraging to see that 17% 
of participants always personally seek out and 
welcome people they know are new arrivals, while 
27% indicated they would mostly make this effort to 
do so. 

Another encouraging statistic is that 77% of 
participants agreed or strongly agreed that they 
have found it easy to make friends at their local 
church. A worthwhile point for personal reflection 
would be to stand back and consider how 
intentional and welcoming your church is towards 
newcomers, and who needs to be followed up 
because they’ve drifted away.
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HEALTH CHECK
FOR OUR CHURCHES
PART 4

BY STEPHEN BALL – REGIONAL CONSULTANT 

Queensland Baptists have long 
emphasised a commitment to the 
Word of God as the basis for their 
beliefs and practices. Baptists 
also have a strong evangelistic 
legacy, and seek to be at the 
forefront of local and global mission 
and evangelism. It shouldn’t be 
surprising then, that Baptists around 
Australia when given the chance 
to ask specific questions about 
the denomination were interested 
in how we are doing in sharing our 
faith.

Queensland Baptists churches had 
11,783 adult responses and 1,052 
responses from people under 15 
in the NCLS survey, so the results 
provide a very strong sample of the 
views and positions of Queensland 
Baptists.

Sam Sterland, NCLS researcher 
says that one of the most positive 
responses for Queensland Baptists 
was that 8 % of attenders at 
the time of the survey identified 
themselves as newcomers to 
church. Whilst we would like to see 
this number grow, Sam explained 
that across the denominations, 
this percentage puts Queensland 
Baptists in the top 3 denominations 
for having newcomers in their 
congregation. In addition, the 
figure is higher than other state 
Baptist Unions. Congratulations 
Queensland Baptists, but there 
is still much more to be done 
in sharing the good news and 
accepting God’s invitation to join 

Him in the building of His Kingdom. 
In Mathew 28, Jesus charges His 
followers to go into the world and 
make disciples. This is still the great 
challenge for churches today, as we 
live in a culture which seems intent 
on turning its back on God.

The survey also revealed a heart 
for mission amongst Queensland 
Baptists not only through established 
church but a heart for innovation 
and breaking new ground through 
church planting. 37% of respondents 
indicated they would support and 
participate in church planting.

HOW WELL-EQUIPPED DO 
CHURCH ATTENDERS FEEL 
TO SHARE THEIR FAITH?

The survey indicated that 15% of 
attenders feel very well equipped to 
share their faith compared to 14% of 
Baptist attenders around Australia. 
Another 31% considered themselves 
well equipped.  To share the gospel 
and make disciples Christians must 
have relationships with those who 
have not yet decided to become 
followers of Jesus. (See Infographic)
The challenge is to increase our 
connections and sphere of influence 
with those who are not yet followers 
of Jesus—God calls us to be the salt 
and light in our world. It would be 
great if we could see our schools, 
neighbourhoods, workplaces, 
community clubs and organisations 
as part of the mission field God has 
called us to. The other area we are 
growing in as Queensland Baptist 

churches is at becoming part of 
the community through structured 
services such as playgroups, 
schools, sporting clubs, teaching 
English as a second language, and 
many other creative ways which 
provide opportunities to build 
relationships with people in the wider 
community.

SHARING OUR FAITH

A significant number of respondents 
reported that they do share their faith 
(see Infographic).

The challenge from the responses 
was that in the first three categories 
(sharing meals, sharing faith in work 
etc, and inviting people to church) 
over 50% indicated they did this 
only occasionally, whilst 43% only 
occasionally shared through social 
media. The great commission calls 
us to go with urgency and to hold 
reaching others as a key priority. 
For Queensland Baptists we need 
to be more intentional in seeking 
opportunities to share our faith.

INVITING FRIENDS TO 
CHURCH

In a society which emphasises 
individualism, we can overlook the 
importance and power of genuine 
and authentic Christian community. 
Jesus emphasises this when He 
taught that people will know we 
are His followers by observing the 
relationships we have with one 



another. John 13: 35 says “by this everyone will 
know that you are my disciples, if you love one 
another”.

The good news from the survey was 
that 64% of respondents believed 
their church was a good church to 
invite newcomers, and a further 26% 
thought their church was OK but 
could improve. Only 2% indicated 
they had major reservations inviting 
newcomers to their church.

WHEN ATTENDERS ARE MOST LIKELY 
TO SHARE THEIR FAITH

Whilst 32% of responders indicated they were 
comfortable to share their faith in most situations, 
52% were most likely to share in a relaxed 
environment. 24% of people linked their faith 
sharing to their feeling of closeness (or otherwise) 
to God. The survey also explored the reasons why 
people might be reluctant to share their faith. 10% 
indicated they would be more confident to share 
their faith after they had seen someone else doing 
it. 9% indicated they would share more if they 
received appropriate training. See the infographic 
for more blockages to faith sharing.

CONCLUSION

The results of the survey for Queensland Baptists 
are both encouraging and challenging. There is 
a good heart and a willingness to share our faith 
with those who don’t yet know Jesus. On the 
other hand, there is much room for growth and 
improvement. It can be a trap to compare ourselves 
with other denominations. We should focus on 
the task which Jesus has commissioned us to 
do. This survey provides a rallying call to build on 
the foundations with urgency, skill and intent. Our 
churches are surviving and, in many cases, thriving, 
not because they are looking inwards but outwards 
to a community that desperately needs Jesus in 
their lives.

The words of Jesus remain as relevant today as 
when He spoke them all those years ago. He told 
them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers 
are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest, therefore, 
to send out workers into His harvest field.”  Luke 
10:2. May God continue to use those who make up 
Queensland Baptists as effective harvesters in the 
field in which He has placed us.
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HEALTH CHECK
FOR OUR CHURCHES
PART 5

BY SALLY CONTESSI – TEAM LEADER - QB KIDS & THEIR FAMILIES 

RAISING THE  
NEXT GENERATION

In 2016, our QB churches took part 
in the National Church Life Survey 
(NCLS). Children in our churches, 
aged 8-14 were encouraged to take 
part in the survey, and the answers 
given have been insightful into 
the experience of children within 
our churches. Their answers have 
helped paint a picture of how our 
children understand God, their 
relationship with Him, and where 
they fit in our faith communities. 

WHAT DID THE  
SURVEY TELL US?

The children who responded to 
the survey overall represented an 
even cohort of ages and gender. 
Most children (84%) reported being 
‘happy with their lives as a whole’ 
and ‘firmly believe in the existence 
of God’ (92%). Children also report 
high levels of engagement with God 
and the Church (see infographic) 

Role models for children consist of 
both the family and church circle. 
See the infographic for the top 4 
role models in following Jesus’. 
Additional role models were older 
adults in the church, grandparents 
and other leaders in the church.

These statistics are encouraging 
to read. They give us affirmations 
that we are helping most children 
within our churches know who God 
is, that there are others around who 

follow Him – and they can have fun 
while they learn about Him. This is 
a wonderful place to start. These 
answers reveal that these children 
feel confident in acknowledging that 
God is real, and that church is a 
place where they feel welcome. 

Further reading into these statistics 
and responses, however, reveals that 
while most children know who God 
is, and that church is the gathering 
of His people, children feel less 
confident in describing their personal 
relationship with Him for themselves.

While 85% of children 
answer that the Bible 
is ‘helpful to their 
life’, only 51% report 
reading it on their 
own. 

Although 83% of children agree that 
‘prayer helps me a lot’, only 51% feel 
confident enough to pray on their 
own. Just 19% of these children 
would talk to their school friends 
about God or Jesus, and less than 
a quarter (23%) of children report 
families often talking about doubts or 
worries about their faith.

What we should read from 
these statistic disparities is not 
an inconsistency in belief and 
behaviour. What we should read in 
these disparities between ‘knowing 
who God is’ and having markers of 

a personal, committed relationship 
with Him, is that children need our 
help. 

Ivy Beckwith, author of Post Modern 
Children’s Ministry, says that children 
- especially young children who 
cannot think in abstract constructs 
yet -have ‘a vague idea of the world 
outside of themselves, and a vague 
form of who God is.’ Beckwith states 
that ‘what they know is what is in 
front of them: what is real to them.’ 
Children understand what they can 
experience. Our children are still 
discovering the world around them, 
how they fit into it and where they 
belong. They need our help to see 
God at work in the world around 
them. They need our help to pray 
and talk to God when they cannot 
see or hear Him. They need our help 
to read God’s words. (That’s why 
it’s so encouraging to see that 70% 
of children report often reading the 
Bible with their families at home!) 
They need our help to learn to repent 
from sin, even when they don’t see 
the seriousness of their sin. They 
need our help to find their place is 
God’s family, and they need our 
encouragement to use their gifts to 
serve Him. If we want our children 
to know God’s grace, we must 
demonstrate His grace. 

Our children need to experience faith 
with older people as guides. Then, 
as they get older, our children need 
to be affirmed in their capabilities 
as they contribute to the mission of 
God. 



They need to be shown grace 
in failure to gain confidence 
in their own relationship with 
Jesus, and they need authentic 
mentors from whom they can 
ask tough questions. 

We know that one of the main reasons young 
people are leaving the church today is a lack of 
engagement, with doubts on the big faith issues 
that they face. So, practically then - 

HOW CAN WE RESPOND?

As churches of Queensland Baptists, committed to 
raising the next generation of Jesus-followers, we 
need to prioritise our ministry to and with children. 
Not only our ‘children’s ministry programs’, but our 
ministry to and with young people, wherever they 
are in our churches. The QB NCLS results, and 
other similar studies, prove over and over again – 
our children don’t just need great programs given 
to them, they need people to walk the faith journey 
with them.

Most of all, our children need people – of all ages- 
who will - 

1. Model following Jesus everyday by practicing 
what it is we desire to see in their lives. Children 
need to see and experience it to understand it. 

2. Welcome them as members of God’s family 
who truly belong. People who will help them 
find their place in the family of God as one 
who really matters and can contribute in a 
meaningful way. 

3. Be honest about their own walks with Jesus, 
with real discussion about the tough issues of 
following Jesus. People who can share their 
struggles, their failures and sin – and how to 
bring these things to Jesus. 

4. Affirm their capabilities, efforts to serve and 
their place in God’s family, even when they fail.

These commitments are to be true of our incredible 
Sunday school teachers who help our children 
know God. They are to be true of our children’s 
pastors, of our parents, of our pastors and those 
closest to the children. But these commitments 
can also be made by the wider body of the church 
family- because, ultimately, it is the whole village’s 
job to raise the child, and it is the whole church 
community’s role to raise the next generation.
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